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The Toyota Tacomaâ€”lovingly called the Taco by its legion of fansâ€”is a practical mid-size
pickup truck first and an off-road toy second. However, its legend is largely influenced by the
latter, especially when combined with Toyota's storied reliability. Although most of its
competitors are more refined, and the Jeep Gladiator is even more capable, the Tacoma has
earned a cult following the hard way: over time, delivering what customers wanted. Its
four-cylinder and V-6 engines aren't all that impressive, and its automatic transmission is as
coordinated as a newborn baby bird, but the truck's TRD models are particularly proficient at
tackling trails and playing in the mud. While its interior is plasticky and even the crew-cab
model has a diminutive back seat, the Tacoma is popular for reasons related to the heart rather
than the head. For , Toyota will offer a limited-run Tacoma Trail Edition model , but only copies
will be available. This version is based on the SR5 crew cab and offers rear- or four-wheel drive.
It comes with unique inch TRD-style wheels with all-terrain tires. In addition to black exterior
badges and a different grille, the Trail Edition has a lockable storage unit and a volt outlet in the
cargo bed. Inside, the cabin features all-weather floor mats and black upholstery with tan
contrast stitching. Double Cab is the Tacoma to get. It comes standard with an electronic
locking rear differential, and we'd take ours with the optional four-wheel drive. While not
selecting the automatic transmission means missing out on certain options, we prefer to shift
gears ourselves and avoid the auto's clumsy behavior. This decision limits us to the shorter 5.
Likewise, the Premium packages are not offered with our transmission choice. Still, every model
has inch wheels, black over-fenders, copious driver assists, and an infotainment system with
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and a subscription-based Wi-Fi hotspot. We'd also choose the
Technology package with options, which brings upgraded front lighting with LED elements as
well as blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, and parking sensors. The Tacoma's
optional V-6 engine provides decent performance and towing muscle, but the base four-cylinder
is underpowered and best avoided. We also advise steering clear of the persnickety six-speed
automatic transmission with either engineâ€”stick with the six-speed manual and the V
Anchored by the automatic, the bigger engine struggles at times. Still, none of these choices
are particularly quick. Far from the first choice for ride quality and handling, the Tacoma can
tackle the trails or rough back roads with ease. It can be outfitted to take advantage of
dirt-treading opportunities or pavement cruising. The Limited delivers a satisfying ride that is
smoother and quieter than the off-road versions. We've driven the Tacoma TRD Pro out west
and found its lifted suspension, beefy shock absorbers, and gnarly tires made it one of the best
trucks for off-roading but less enjoyable for everyday driving. At its brawniest, the Tacoma can
tow up to pounds with rear-wheel drive; four-wheel-drive versions can pull pounds. The
Tacoma's pound maximum payload capacity is only available on two-wheel drive models with
the four-cylinder engine; going with four-wheel drive and the V-6 engine results in much lower
capabilities. The V-6 Tacoma's EPA-rated fuel economy ranks in the middle of the pack, but in
our real-world highway testing, it falls short of more efficient competitors. Although the manual
transmission with the V-6 has the worst fuel economy, it's way more fun to drive. In our
real-world fuel-economy test, the Tacoma matched its EPA highway estimate of 23 mpg.
Sticking to your roots is commendable, but it doesn't work in the favor of the Tacoma's cabin.
The utilitarian layout and materials are of a different era. The higher trim levels rely heavily on
hard plastics and minimalistic materials. However, the Tacoma finally offers a power-adjustable
driver's seat. Still, cramped quarters are a staple of the Tacoma. The crew cab's rear seat is
where passengers in the Tacoma will have to squeeze, as legroom is abysmal. The Tacoma has
more than enough volume in its five-foot or six-foot bed, but it disappoints with few storage
cubbies and limited carry-on space inside. Storage capacity is restricted inside the Tacoma, and
the crew cab we tested was only able to hold nine carry-ons in the back seat. Aside from the
center-console bin, there aren't many usable storage bins or cubbies. We'll give Toyota a nod
for incorporating touchscreen infotainment in every Tacoma. The base model features a 7. The
company also has finally added Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility, which should
improve the user experience versus the previous infotainment system. While several USB ports
and a wireless charging are available, the Tacoma still doesn't offer a mobile hotspot as do
some of its rivals. The Tacoma might have average crash-test ratings, but it has the most
standard driver-assistance technology in its class. While the Ridgeline maintains its
class-leading status here thanks to excellent crash-test scores , the mid-size Toyota has more
impressive tech than its other rivals. Key safety features include:. The Tacoma's warranty
coverage aligns with most rivals, and Toyota offers the best complimentary scheduled
maintenance plan in its class. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric
Stafford. More on the Toyota Tacoma. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Toyota. Starting with the second

generation, the Tercel dealership network was changed to Vista Store , as its badge engineered
sibling, the Corolla II, was exclusive to Corolla Store locations. The Tercel was the first
front-wheel drive vehicle produced by Toyota, establishing a layout and frame that was later
used in other popular Toyota models. Also, Toyota designed the then new A series engine for
the Tercel, attempting simultaneously to achieve good fuel economy and performance and low
emissions. Choice of body styles increased as well, with the addition of a four-door sedan. The
name "Tercel" derives from the Latin word for "one third" as the Tercel was slightly smaller than
the Corolla [ citation needed ] â€”much the way " tiercel " refers to a male falcon, which is
one-third smaller than its female counterpart. Hino assembled the third generation Tercel from
to for the two-door and some three-door models. The hatchback's rear design was the result of
using taillights similar in design to those used on the bigger Mark II : the Tercel was originally
intended to be sold through Toyopet Stores , alongside the Mark II. Transmission choices were
either a four- or five-speed manual, or a three-speed automatic available with the 1. In this new
front-wheel-drive design, the first for Toyota, the engine is mounted longitudinally. The
transmission is mounted under the floorpan, as is the case in a rear-wheel-drive car. Unlike a
rear-wheel-drive car, the transmission has a ring and pinion gear on the front part of the
transmission, underneath the engine. The engine, transmission and differential are located a
little off of the centre line of the car. Halfshafts then extend from the transmission to the front
wheels. This made for a taller package than usual, making the beltline higher as well, but Toyota
felt that traditionalists might be scared off by a transverse setup. As early as , Toyota also
hinted that this setup made the conversion to a four-wheel-drive setup easier, [11] although
such a version had to wait for the second generation. The Tercel also had rack and pinion
steering , the first time such a design was used by Toyota since the GT. In August , the Tercel
and Corsa underwent a facelift, with considerable changes to the front and minor ones to the
interior and rear. Toyota redesigned the Tercel in May , now called the Tercel in all markets. Its
internal model code is the L20 series. It was available in three- or five-door hatchback models or
a four-door station wagon, and also as a four-door sedan in Japan. The wagon was also
available with four-wheel drive front-wheel-drive wagons were only available in select markets.
In Japan, a four-wheel-drive sedan was also available; it, too remained in production alongside
the wagon version even after the introduction of the third generation Tercel. Standard
front-wheel drive vehicles and four-wheel drive wagons not equipped with the six-speed manual
transmission came with either a three-speed automatic or a four- or five-speed manual
transmission. The four-speed manual was reserved for the very simplest version in North
American markets. In Japan, body styles on offer were different for the different models as they
had to suit the lineups of the various dealer networks. As only the first two generations were
sold officially in Europe, this was the last generation of the Tercel series available there, with
either the hatchback or station wagon bodywork. In Japan, power outputs were as follows:.
North American Tercels were all fitted with the 1. In Europe, both the 1. In some markets,
engines received minor improvements, such as reformulated combustion chambers to improve
emissions and fuel economy , higher compression ratios, and new auxiliary devices for the
carburettor assemblies. The four-wheel-drive models chassis code AL25 , only with the 1. The
sixth gear it carries is an "extra low" EL first gear, a standard transmission gear with a very low
4. The EL gear generates a It is only available when in four-wheel drive, and because of its low
gear-ratio it is suitable only for very low-speed use. Also included with better equipped
four-wheel-drive models was an inclinometer above the radio and air conditioner that measures
the tilt of the car. The new Tercel 4WD was built from existing pieces in the Toyota inventory.
The engine, transaxle and front-wheel-drive system were from the existing Tercel; the
longitudinally mounted engine made such a conversion a simple affair. When the driver pulls
the 4WD selector lever back into four-wheel drive, or presses a button on the gear selector for
the automatic transmission, front and rear differentials are driven at the same RPM via a direct
mechanical coupling. There is no conventional center differential , so the four-wheel-drive
system can be used only on loose or slippery road surfaces such as snow, gravel, or sand ;
otherwise the drivetrain experiences severe wear, and handling is compromised. The third
power option which was only available on the six-speed manual is low range. This is not the
same as the low-range power option found in a truck or conventional SUV , as the Tercel lacks a
high-range-low-range transfer case. When the lever is placed in four-wheel-drive mode it
becomes possible to down shift the vehicle from first to EL. In there were minor changes to gear
ratios and to the grille design, and the interior was updated in The Tercel wagon and four-door
sedan in Japan continued with the same design until February when the Sprinter Carib was
replaced by a larger, Corolla-based design , while the sedans and hatchbacks moved on to the
newer design. In , Toyota introduced the slightly larger third generation Tercel with a new valve
engine which featured a variable venturi carburetor, and later models with EFI. From this

generation on, the engine is mounted transversely, with the transmission mounted on the right
side of the engine in a layout developed by Dante Giacosa and earlier popularised in such
vehicles as the Fiat and Volkswagen Golf. Other changes included revised rack-and-pinion
steering and a newly designed, fully independent suspension. The Tercel continued in North
America as Toyota's least expensive vehicle, while it was no longer offered in Europe. In other
markets, the smaller Starlet was also offered. The GP-Turbo trim also came with a unique
facelift, which included hidden headlamps. This was also when the two-door sedan model was
introduced, sometimes referred to as a "coupe" in the United States. In , Toyota also introduced
a turbodiesel version with Toyota's 1. This was mainly sold in the Japanese domestic market.
The wagon version continued to be of the previous generation, as did the four-door sedan
which was not exported to most countries , and continued to be so until it was moved to the
Corolla's underpinnings in The variable venturi carburettor reportedly has some problems,
especially in the earlier models, such as a too rich mixture, which is caused by the too thin
Teflon coating of the fuel-metering needle, which erodes over time due to friction. It also has
had problems with the compensator choke device , which can also cause overly rich mixture
when not working properly. Non-motorized two-point passive seatbelts for the front-seats were
introduced in Toyota introduced the fourth generation Tercel in September , as either a
three-door hatchback or as a sedan with either two or four doors. In the North American
markets it was powered by either a 1. The hatchback was not offered in North America, while the
two-door sedan was not sold in any market outside of the US and Canada. In Japan, the Tercel
was also offered in 4WD versions. Hatchback models were VC, Joinus and Avenue. The higher
level Japanese sedans have different tail lights and a better-equipped interior than the export
models. Color-keyed bumpers, full wheel covers and folded rear seat were optional on the DX,
standard on the LE. The LE has red trunk garnish similar to the Japanese model. The model had
a minor exterior redesign to the front and rear fascias and the addition of a standard driver's
side airbag and available anti-lock brakes. The Tercel was carried over to with no major
changesâ€” Haloalkane , a non-CFC refrigerant was used in the air conditioning system. In
Chile, the Tercel was introduced in as a four-door sedan with a 1. The "DX" basic version came
with tachometer and four spoke steering wheel. It gained moderate success due to the Corolla
name. In September , a Canadian-spec version was introduced to Chile to replace the previous
one with a new 1. Unlike the previous one, it was simply called "Tercel". It was brought along
the Canadian-spec Corolla to meet the new emission standard since no Latin American version
of either was yet available with a catalytic converter. Due to the higher trim level of the
Canadian-spec versions, the Tercel was initially marketed as a successor of the Corolla E90 ,
which had just been discontinued. This made it a very successful car. Designed between and ,
by Shinichi Hiranaka and Yasuhisa Hamano, in September , for the model year, Toyota
introduced an all-new Tercel. The new design offered a stiffer body [ citation needed ] with
better handling and was one of only a handful of cars in the US to have OBDII in Retaining its
compact packaging and high quality, the new Tercel featured a redesigned exterior and new
engine. The Tercel now offered standard driver's and passenger's side airbags in the United
States, but only a driver's side bag for Canada. Three-point seatbelts for front and outboard rear
passengers and adjustable shoulder-belt anchor points for front seat passengers were installed
on four-door models. All models met federal standards for side-impact protection, and offered
anti-lock brakes. Standard models came with only a four-speed manual or automatic
transmission and grey bumpers, while DX models were offered with the addition of
body-colored bumpers and either a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission. Its
all-new appearance appears to be influenced by the Japanese-market Toyota Camry V40 series,
also introduced that year. Both vehicles were available together at Toyota Corolla Store
Japanese dealerships. Design patents were filed at the Japan Patent Office on 12 October ,
under patent number In Japan, the Tercel was again also offered with the Corsa and Corolla II
nameplates, for sale through parallel marketing channels. There was also a three-door
hatchback body version offered in addition to the four-door sedan. The two-door sedan was
only ever marketed in North America. There was also a four-wheel-drive option available in
Japan. The interior design pushed the dash further away, but brought the switches closer. This
same dashboard left sided version was shared with the Toyota Starlet and Toyota Paseo of the
time. The all-new DOHC 1. For , all North American market Tercels were available only in the CE
trim level and incorporated many of the standard and optional items from previous base and DX
models. All Tercels came standard with a new inch wheel and tire combination. Inside, the
Tercel's dashboard was revised with rotary ventilation controls. All Toyota models had revised
seat fabric and door panels. For , the Tercel's styling was updated, highlighted by multi-reflector
headlights, a revised grille and front fascia design and clear lens turn signal lights for the front
and rear. The Tercel's rear styling was also enhanced with redesigned composite tail-lights and

updated bumper molding. The new molding extended across the entire length of the rear
bumper. Production of the Tercel for the American market ended in as the model was
superseded by the Echo. Production for Japan, Canada and some other countries continued
through Taiwanese production continued until All Tercels featured a 5E-FE 1. With that engine
the car took only The car was revolutionary to that market at the time, and it was elected "car of
the year" in Chile. The XLi version was basic with no tach, and power steering was an option.
The GLi had power steering, four arm steering wheels, trunk and gas cap remote opening; and
three pointed rear seat belts standard. It was offered with either a five-speed manual
transmission or a four-speed automatic. The model had multi-reflector headlights, new fascia,
bumpers and clear turn signal lights; in the rear, new mirror style taillights and new bumper. It
was a huge success, becoming the second best-selling car in Chile for four years. In Thailand, a
version of the Tercel with different front and rear fascias was sold as the Toyota Soluna. The
name "Soluna" is taken from Spanish words sol , meaning "sun" and luna , meaning "moon".
The plain Soluna was a big seller in Thailand. A facelifted Soluna appeared in Thailand in late
and arrived in Indonesia mid The Tercel is also sold in Taiwan, which was manufactured and
assembled by Kuozui Motors. The Tercel remained smaller than the Corolla throughout its
production, though by the end of its production the Tercel had become almost the same size as
the North American-market â€” Corollas that were current at the time the Tercel was introduced.
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More about the 4Runner. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain
Transmission 5-speed shiftable automatic Drive type Four wheel drive descent control yes Rear
locking differential yes electronic hi-lo gear selection yes part time 4WD yes. Fuel tank capacity
Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4. Power Feature Power Feature 4 one-touch
power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation clock yes compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes
tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes
multi-level heating driver seat yes leatherette yes Front leg room Front head room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Maximum cargo capacity
Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Angle of approach Angle of
departure Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 9. Height EPA interior volume Wheel
base Width Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Suspension Suspension front independent
suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 2 yr.
Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 2 yr. Inventory See 4Runner Inventory. Sign Up.
Black, leatherette. See 4Runner Inventory. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Dealer was very helpful in my search for a new truck. Unfortunately, they
did not have the vehicle I was interested in. I had a very positive experience with with Vescovo
and their sales staff. Excellent response time. Excellent online support from Barry Fox and
James Haas. James even prepared a personalized video of the truck to help us understand the
condition and details about the vehicle. I would not hesitate to refer anyone to this dealership.
Asked for before pictures and where the car was hit. Their response was it has a salvage title.
Slow to respond. Hit on RH side. Not what I expected since I work at a dealer in Seattle. I had

gotten pre approved on the app. They contacted me and asked me to fill out their credit
application. They then called me back to set up a test drive. Let me take the truck, but then
stated I wasn't approved and that I needed much more money down! If that were the case, why
call me to come in the next day after receiving my paperwork, let me take the truck, and then
state I need to put more money down. A complete waste of 2 days!! The salesman was not
helpful. Car is sold!. Before I could ask another question. They have the knowledge you want
and beautiful vehicles. I love the S class Mercedes I bought ,they even picked me up at the
airport I didn't end up purchasing the vehicle from them but they were willing to negotiate which
is very refreshing! I talked to previous owner and they told me the car had over , miles on it
when sold and it is listed with only , Well satisfied with owner and staff from starting the
process of obtaining the Vehicle to closing. A very satisfied customer. Will recommend this
dealer anytime. Didnt even show us a vehicle they just wanted to get us financed as soon. As
we hit the parking lot. Very disappointed. Dealer was quick to respond. Vehicle was as
described. Upon arrival for test drive the vehicle had leftover wax on all the plastic. After test
drive with Alister, we agreed to buy it he had the detail team wash it again and personally
overseen the cleanliness of the vehicle. Went above and beyond for us. Super friendly guy.
Dealer contacted me right away. But at the same time I found another vehicle on Cargurus that
better fit my needs. So I went with that deal. It was great the owner was very nice explained
everything my best experience buying a vehicle. During the s, Toyota's T pickup straddled the
line between a midsize and a full-size truck. Although officially labeled a full-size vehicle, it
didn't quite measure up to the dimensions established by such competitors as the Ford F, the
Dodge Ram, and the Chevy Silverado, nor did it offer the same towing capacity. Although the T
delivered good fuel economy with its V6 engine, it lacked the performance required for a true
workhorse like the half-ton pickups from the the Big Three. The reaction from buyers was
somewhat telling, as they bought hundreds of thousands of Fs, Rams, and Silverados annually,
while Toyota struggled to sell 50, Ts. Enter the Toyota Tundra. Picking up where the T left off,
the Tundra debuted in with a muscular exterior design and an optional V8 engine, as well as a
comfortable ride and good handling that helped distinguish it from its more rough-edged
competitors. While its dimensions and towing capacity still didn't quite live up to the numbers
posted by the domestic full-size trucks, the Tundra received positive reviews overall and was
named the North American Truck of the Year for , as well as for Currently in the midst of its
second generation, the Tundra comes in Regular Cab, Double Cab, and CrewMax body styles, at
Limited and Tundra-Grade trim levels, with three available bed lengths, as well as available
four-wheel drive. In all, nearly 40 trim variations are available. Powerplants include a base 4. At
the top of the line, a 5. Overall, the Tundra competes well with domestic trucks, although new
generations of the F and the Ram in raised the stakes in the full-size, half-ton pickup truck
market segment. Both the F and the Ram offer key features, such as Ford's Sync system, not
available on the Tundra, and the use of some cheap materials in the cabin and the inconvenient
placement of some controls on the dashboard top owners' complaints about the Tundra. Still,
the Tundra's hunky exterior design, available V8 engines, good towing capacity, and solid ride
and handling make it worth a look. Despite a huge investment in development for the
second-generation Tundra, which debuted in , the truck hasn't sold as well as Toyota had hoped
or expected. After selling nearly , units in , fewer than 80, Tundras were sold in , which
represents a serious drop-off in sales. Toyota has no immediate plans to introduce a hybrid
Tundra, although there are some indications a diesel powerplant for the Tundra may be in the
works, which would push towing capacity to around 11, to 12, pounds. In addition, reports
indicate the automaker plans to introduce a third-generation Tundra around The Tundra caused
some controversy right out of the gate. Since Toyota designed the Tundra to replace the T truck
in its lineup, the automaker initially designated its new half-ton pickup as the T, which seemed
like a logical step. However, Ford objected, saying the name closely resembled the F, and sued
the Japanese automaker. As a result, when Toyota's new truck appeared in showrooms for the
model year, it wore the Tundra badge. Despite this minor glitch, the Tundra became Toyota's
best-selling new vehicle, moving more than , units for each of its first two years in production,
and doubling sales of the T Production for the Tundra initially took place at Toyota's new plant
in Princeton, Ind. The first-generation Tundra sat on a By comparison, the Ford F's wheelbase,
which varied by body style, topped out at Power for the Tundra came from two engines,
including a hp, 3. However, the Tundra's big claim to fame was its hp, 4. When equipped with
the V8 and an optional tow package, the Tundra could tow up to 7, pounds. The Tundra's
extended cab, which the automaker referred to as the Access Cab, featured rear-hinged doors
and a three-passenger second-row bench seat with limited legroom for taller adults. The regular
cab came standard with an 8-foot cargo bed, while the Access Cab came equipped with a 6. The
regular cab was not available with the longer bed, which again limited the Tundra's versatility

when compared to some of its competitors. Rear-wheel drive came standard, while an optional
4WD system was designed primarily for handling inclement weather and not for off-roading.
While some domestic trucks came standard with rear antilock brakes, Toyota offered four-wheel
antilock brakes for the Tundra as an option. Antilock brakes became standard in , however, and
the Tundra received a few minor exterior updates that year, including a new, bolder-looking
grille. The Stepside trims featured rounded rear fenders and elongated taillights, giving the
Tundra a stylish, sweptback look. In , Toyota added a new Double Cab body style, equipped
with four standard-opening doors. The Double Cab had a wheelbase of Unique features for the
Double Cab included such options as traction control, a sunroof, and a DVD entertainment
system. For , Toyota introduced a new base powerplant for the Tundra. The 4. In addition, the
optional 4. A new six-speed manual transmission also debuted for , replacing a five-speed
manual from the previous years. The second-generation Tundra debuted at the Chicago Auto
Show for the model year. The new Tundra grew up in just about every way imaginable, starting
with its wheelbase, which stretched to Overall length measured The Tundra's interior remained
largely unchanged, while the exterior received a more aggressive, muscular look with prominent
flared fenders. In addition, the Tundra had a wider stance, which added to its hunky good looks.
Again the Tundra came in Base, SR5, and Limited trim levels, although now it was available with
three bed sizes, including a new 8-foot-long bed, expanding the Tundra lineup to a total of 33
available trims. A new hp, 5. It pushed the Tundra from in 6. Electronic stability control, traction
control, and an automatic limited-slip differential all joined the standard feature list, while the
standard antilock brakes also included brake assist and electronic brakeforce distribution.
Bluetooth and a backup camera were among the new options. For the second generation,
Toyota moved production for some Tundras to a new plant in San Antonio, Texas, with the goal
of producing , Tundras annually. However, when sales started to slip a year or two after the
debut of the second generation, the automaker consolidated all production at the San Antonio
plant. By , a total of 44 Tundra trims were available, primarily by expanding cab choices and bed
sizes for the entry-level Base trim. The automaker also expanded the standard feature lists
across all three trim levels. For , Toyota added a new Tundra-Grade trim level, which slotted
below the SR5 and expanded the lineup to 55 trims. In , Toyota added the new hp, 4. The Toyota
Tundra maintains the highest resale value of any vehicle in its class, according to recent
reports. However, due to problems with Toyota's build quality over the past few years, as well
as the surge of interest in trucks from domestic automakers, the resale value for the Toyota
Tundra has started slipping a bit in the past few years, which means this could be an excellent
time for prospective buyers to look for used Tundras. Buyers will most likely focus on Tundras
built in the early years of the second generation, from to , which were the peak years of Tundra
production. That's reflected in the widening range of trims available during those years, giving
buyers a long list of body styles, powerplants, and configurations from which to choose. The
second-generation Tundra approached the size of its competitors, thanks to its stretched
wheelbase, and came standard with a wide range of safety features, including traction control,
electronic stability control, and antilock brakes. Tundra trims built late in the first generation,
from to , also make good options for prospective buyers. More than , Tundras were sold over
those three years, and while they weren't as well-equipped as the second-generation trims, they
included the new Double Cab style, which proved particularly popular with buyers of new
Tundras at the time. Base Tundras came with a new hp V6 in , making those trims good options
for budget-oriented buyers. In addition, the Sidestep trims from will appeal to Tundra buyers
seeking something a little different. In early , Toyota recalled 11, Tundras built from to due to
rust problems on the vehicle's undercarriage. In addition, the Tundra was part of the larger
Toyota recall due to problems with a sticking gas pedal. It affects Tundras built from to
Prospective buyers should ensure any problems with these vehicles have been resolved. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. Used Toyota Tundra for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25
mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota Tundra listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Request Information. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Image Not Available. Read more. Like the
rest of the automotive indus. Bush was the president of the United States. Let that sink in for a
moment. What that means for you is that a When it comes to pickups, simplicity used to be

king. Leaf-spring suspensions, pushrod V8s, and no-nonsense interiors were staples of the
game. But today, pickups include all sorts of sophisticated fe. Toyota Tundra Reviews Review.
The Tundra platform has not changed appreciably in the last decade, but the whole package has
proven to be a very desirable vehicle. Ford, Chevy, and Dodge all offer more amenities for the
money, but are not as reliable in the long term This truck is very spacious inside, also if its the
tundra TRD Pro that one is marvelous four by four lifted nice rims nice interior overall its just
awesome. Everything good other than a little rust on towing package and frame. Why Use
CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas
TX. Toyota dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami
FL. Toyota dealers in New York NY. Toyota dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in
Washington DC. Look up vehicle identification numbers for all car makes and vehicle models,
by year, from Toyota. What is a VIN Number? Each character in the VIN number can be decoded
to determine where the car was built, what year, which automotive features are included and
more. Together, all the VIN numbers create a history about your Toyota. Additionally, you can
find the VIN at various locations on your car. Other places to search for a vehicle identification
number include various locations under the hood of your car. Learn how to find a VIN number
on your car. Now that you found your VIN Toyota number, you can start to decode your car,
truck or automobile. The first character The first character indicates the country where the
vehicle was manufactured. Search first to find the model year for your car, then, in order to
check VIN number to determine your car history details, match the corresponding position of
your vehicle ID number to each of the fields below. In example, a 2dr, 4WD, conv, LE would
convert to a two door, 4 wheel drive, convertible, limited edition. This site uses functional
cookies and external scripts to improve your experience. Which cookies and scripts are used
and how they impact your visit is specified on the left. You may change your settings at any
time. Your choices will not impact your visit. NOTE: These settings will only apply to the
browser and device you are currently using. Passenger Car â€” USA. Passenger Car â€” Japan.
Passenger Car â€” Celica Convertible. Celica-GT Convertible. Cressida-LE Wagon. Cressida-LE
Sedan. Corolla-LE Limited. Corolla-SR5 Sport. Corolla-GTS Sport. Inflatable Air Bag. Inflatable 2
Air Bags. Inflatable 4 Air Bags. Motorized Passive. Ontario â€” Canada. Georgetown, Kentucky
â€” USA. Fremont, California â€” USA. Incomplete Vehicle. Celica Incomplete. Land Cruiser
SUV. Pickup, Incomplete Vehicle. Incomplete Vehicles. RWD â€” Truck Compact. Multi-Purpose
Vehicle. RWD â€” Previa Van. AWD â€” Previa Van. RWD â€” Cargo Van. RWD â€” 4Runner.
AWD â€” Land Cruiser. Truck â€” T Long Bed. Truck â€” T Std Cab. Truck â€” T XtraCab. Truck
â€” Short Bed XtraCab. Truck â€” Compact XtraCab. Truck â€” XtraCab Short Bed. Truck â€”
LWB. Deluxe Land Cruiser. Deluxe Previa Van. Cargo Van Panel. Cargo Van Window. Standard 1
Ton T Standard Turbo 4WD. Deluxe 4WD Long Bed. Cambridge, Ontario â€” Canada. Passenger
Vehicle. Fremont, California. Tundra Access Cab. Highlander 4 Dr Hybrid. T Truck Reg Cab.
Highlander Hybrid. Standard-Highlander Hybrid. Multipurpose Vehicle:. Standard Wheel Base
Tundra. Short Wheel Base Tacoma, Tundra. Extra Long Wheel Base Tundra. Long Wheel Base
Tacoma. Super Long Wheel Base Tacoma. Limited 4Runner. Limited Sequoia. Highlander,
Sequoia. See Tercel for AL, AE, C AE, AF, W C59, UF, AE. W59, AE, AF. UE, UF, P AE, C59, UF.
AE, R, RF. My settings. Privacy Settings no title Privacy Settings This site uses functional
cookies and external scripts to improve your experience. Horsepower calculations based on
trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us
prior to purchase. Toyota Certified!!! One Owner! The Rountree Moore Advantage! First Oil
Change Free! No Dealer Mark Ups! This is a locally serviced non-smoker trade-in! The price has
just been reduced! Call Hoblit Ford today! We are a proud, fourth generation dealership, serving
Northern California since Still located in Historic Downtown Colusa, our way of doing business
is represented by our small town ways, where business can still be done with a hand shake. Call
us today at ! Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Although discouraged, we will
not charge you more for paying cash. Personal checks and credit cards are accepted however
have dollar amount limits. We do not sell to dealers, wholesalers or exporters. Most vehicles will
only come with one key and will probably not have floor mats. Online price does not include
dealer installed options, upgrades or up-fits. All offers are mutually exclusive. Lifetime Warranty
only applicable to non-commercial use vehicles and other special vehicle exclusions. See
dealer for details. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
information, we are not responsible for any pricing errors or pricing and information omissions
contained on these pages. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Please call or email dealer for
complete details, to verify availability and to verify all online information. We do not hold
vehicles or accept deposits. All vehicles subject to prior sale before you arrive. All transactions
are subject to final dealer acceptance. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided.

You won't want to miss this excellent value! For drivers seeking the ultimate in off-road
versatility, this vehicle readily steps up to the challenge! Top features include power windows,
lane departure warning, a trailer hitch, and air conditioning. Smooth gearshifts are achieved
thanks to the powerful 8 cylinder engine, and for added security, dynamic Stability Control
supplements the drivetrain. Four wheel drive allows you to go places you've only imagined. Our
sales reps are knowledgeable and professional. We'd be happy to answer any questions that
you may have. We are here to help you. So it is easy to make an educated, hassle -free purchase
from us. Many of our competitors add freight, reconditioning or certification fees to their price
quotes. Your WOW price has no hidden charges. Just add tags, taxes and processing fee. You
may also check for open recalls at Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Exceptional in
every sense of the word, this incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind. Clean interior?
How about flawless. This Toyota Tundra 2WD looks like has never been used. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Vroom is a national online retailer that
allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online, delivered straight to you
contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive inventory of low-mileage,
competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy online financing and new
inventory added every day. Buy your next vehicle from Vroom, have it delivered straight to you,
and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to trade-in? Vroom offers hassle-free, no
obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn more at Vroom. Vroom only sells cars and
trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and frame damage and have accident-free
CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase and sale. Every Vroom vehicle must
also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections before it is sold. If a vehicle does not
meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle for sale on the site. Located at
Burleson,TX. Flexible Financing! Your satisfaction is our business! Check Our Reviews on
DealerRater. We are conveniently located just 15 minutes south of Downtown Ft Worth, a large
inventory of used cars, trucks, and SUVs. You can visit our online showroom at Second key,
floor mats, owner's manual may not be available on all pre-owned vehicles. Check out this
gently-used Toyota Tundra 2WD we recently got in. It is incomparable for the price and quality.
This is about the time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's to tell
you, it is absolutely true. The quintessential Toyota -- This Toyota Tundra 2WD SR speaks
volumes about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and
standards far above the ordinary. At EchoPark, shop thousands of "nearly-new" one to
four-year old, low mileage vehicles. Most are still under the original factory warranty. Discover
how buying nearly new gets you the same benefits associated with buying new - and gives you
that new car feel without the new car price. Come meet our strong committed sales team with
many years of experience satisfying our customer needs. If it has our name on it, you have our
word on it! This Dealership checks the vehicle recall status prior to making any pre-owned
vehicle available for sale. Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and schedule a test drive
brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not include taxes, registration,
Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. This comes not only in the form of car
loans and leasing service for drivers from Redding, Chico, Red Bluff and Shasta Lake, but a
tenacious spirit dedicated to getting the flexible terms you deserve. Please feel free to explore
our entire site and see all of the products, services, and pre-buy car research we have to offer.
Looking for a clean, well-cared for Toyota Tundra 4WD? This is it. Is it possible to fall in love
with a vehicle? It is when your vehicle is as prestige as the Toyota Tundra 4WD. It's all about the
adventure and getting the most enjoyment out of your new ride. Come see why we are 1, I
promise you won't be disappointed! Call me personally if I can help. Want to brave the road less
traveled? You'll have the 4WD capabilities to do it with this vehicle. This Toyota Tundra 4WD
has such low mileage it has been parked more than driven. We look forward to seeing you soon!
Please call us for more information. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Our Top Picks. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. All 4, Listings. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 4, Cylinders 6 cylinders 12 8 cylinders 4, Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Certified Pre-Owned.
Check Availability. Five Star Dealer. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating.
Comfort ,leg room, heated seats. Call this review number five not for score but number 5 for the
fifth tundra I have purchased in my lifetime I give the tundra a 8. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,

salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
95 bmw 740i
flex radio power genius
1999 dodge caravan headlight
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

